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The 4ValuesMethod

Creating concepts in four steps.

‘Product’:         physical product, brand, service, plan, activity, storytelling

‘Concept’: 

The product’s core values 
described in as few words as possible.

The four steps:

   
   Determine core values of the consumer desire
   
   Determine core values realisation + wow factor

   Determine core arguments and supporting evidence

   determine core emotional values product and brand

Use:

Instrumental: 

Rational: 

Emotional:

Use

Instrumental

Rational Emotional
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The method helps you create clear-cut concepts. Choices you make while 
determining the ‘desire’ may lead to more than one concept. The example below 
illustrates how selection leads towards and innovative and surprising product.

The 4ValuesMethod

Use / The desire

Starting point:         Research data, assumptions, ideas 

What is the target audience’s desire?
Why do they want it?

What else might the target audience want?

Procedure:         List target audience’s desires (max. 3 words per item)

   Brainstorm; come up with as many ideas as possible

   Select the most important ones

   Find common denominators, eliminate synonyms

   Reduce list to a maximum of three core desires

Step 1:

Step 2: 

Step 3: 

Step 4:

Use

Instrumental

Rational Emotional

Generic
Improvement
Innovative
Revolutionary
Out of the box
Sustainable
Simple
Ergonomic
Expensive
Unrealistic

Desires

Generic
Improvement
Innovative
Revolutionary
Out of the box
Sustainable
Simple
Ergonomic
Expensive
Unrealistic

Generic
Improvement
Innovative
Revolutionary
Out of the box
Sustainable
Simple
Ergonomic
Expensive
Unrealistic

Key words

Generic
Improvement
Innovative
Revolutionary
Out of the box
Sustainable
Simple
Ergonomic
Expensive
Unrealistic

Concept KeysSelection

} } }

[ ]
-Below an example of a flow-
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The 4ValuesMethod

Instrumental / The realisation

Target:          Materialising desires, creating the wow-factor 

Which demands should the product meet?
Which added qualities are possible?

Which elements create the wow-factor?

Procedure:         Translate desires into instrumental features (max. 3 words per item) 

   Create additions that make for the wow-factor

   Select matching realisations

   Find common denominators, eliminate synonyms

   Reduce list to no more than 3 key realisations

Step 1:

Step 2: 

Step 3: 

Step 4:

The choices made in the value section ‘Use/Desire’ result in innovating an 
existing product or product type. The ‘Instrumental’ section is about making the 

desire instrumental, tangible plus creating the wow-factor.

Use

Instrumental

Rational Emotional

Innovating 1
Innovating 2
Innovating 3
Innovating 4
Innovating 5
Out of the box 1
Out of the box 2
Out of the box 3
Out of the box 4
Out of the box 5

Realisations

Innovating 1
Innovating 2
Innovating 3
Innovating 4
Innovating 5
Out of the box 1
Out of the box 2
Out of the box 3
Out of the box 4
Out of the box 5

Selection

Innovating 1
Innovating 2
Innovating 3
Innovating 4
Innovating 5
Out of the box 1
Out of the box 2
Out of the box 3
Out of the box 4
Out of the box 5

Key words

Innovating 1
Innovating 2
Innovating 3
Innovating 4
Innovating 5 
Out of the box 1
Out of the box 2
Out of the box 3
Out of the box 4
Out of the box 5

Concept Keys

} } }

[ ]
-Below an example of a flow. Sorry, can’t be more specific here.-
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The 4ValuesMethod

Rational / The argumentation

Target:          Create compelling arguments, supporting evidence and product proposition 

Which arguments are essential?
Which arguments are distinctive?

What is the product’s meaning to the user?

Procedure:         List compelling reasons to choose this product

   List values communicated by the product

   Select the essential arguments

   Select supporting arguments

   Reduce list to no more than 3 key arguments

Step 1:

Step 2: 

Step 3: 

Step 4:

Value for money
Strong
Sustainable
Cool
Adding to status
Revolutionary
State of the art
Beautiful
Intelligent
Social

Rational

Value for money
Strong
Sustainable
Cool
Adding to status
Revolutionary
State of the art
Beautiful
Intelligent
Social

Selection

Value for money
Strong
Sustainable
Cool
Adding to status
Revolutionary
State of the art
Beautiful
Intelligent
Social

Key words

Value for money
Strong
Sustainable
Cool
Adding to status
Revolutionary
State of the art
Beautiful
Intelligent
Social

Concept Keys

If visual characteristics of the product communicate core values, 
then focus in the ‘Rational’ segment of the method on values that the product 

does not communicate by itself.

Use

Instrumental

Rational Emotional

} } }

[ ]
-Below an example of a flow-
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The 4ValuesMethod

Emotional / The appreciation

Target:          Selecting core values for product, brand, communication and storytelling 

Which emotion should the concept arouse?
Which valuation should the concept arouse?

Which valuation fits the product?

Procedure:         List the desired and probable consumer response to the product or brand

 
   Brainstorm, anything you can think of

   Select the most logical or desired emotions

   Find common denominators, eliminate synonyms

   Reduce your list to no more than 3 core emotions

Step 1:

Step 2: 

Step 3: 

Step 4:

I am smart
I am an early adopter
I am cool
I am rich
I am a pro
The brand suits me
The brand is cool
The brand is quality
The brand is intelligent
The brand has heritage

Listing

I am smart
I am an early adopter
I am cool
I am rich
I am a pro
The brand suits me
The brand is cool
The brand is quality
The brand is intelligent
The brand has heritage

selection

I am smart
I am an early adopter
I am cool
I am rich
I am a pro
The brand suits me
The brand is cool
The brand is quality
The brand is intelligent
The brand has heritage

Key Words

I am smart
I am an early adopter
I am cool
I am rich
I am a pro
The brand suits me
The brand is cool
The brand is quality
The brand is intelligent
The brand has heritage

Concept Keys

Consumer perception can not be managed but it is possible to nudge 
your target audience. Establishing the ‘Emotion’ value determines the product’s 

or brand’s communication and look and feel.

Use

Instrumental

Rational Emotional

} } }

[ ]
-Below an example of a flow-
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The 4ValuesMethod

The concept:

Target:         Combine your concept keys in a phrase that consists of no more than 5 words 

This is not about copy writing, it is about selecting the right keys. 
Take your time, concepts are designed for prolonged use. 

Don’t chicken out when you come up with a simple concept. 
Most strong concepts are simple.

Procedure:        Use your associative and creative competencies to create your concept line

   Use concept keys to create a rough concept line 

   Find common denominators, eliminate synonyms

   Condense concept line into no more than five words 

   Does the concept capture the product’s essence?

Step 1:

Step 2: 

Step 3: 

Step 4:

Duracell Concept

Product level:
Powerful battery

Communications level:
Lasts Longer 

Coca Cola Concept

Product level:
Thirst quencher

Communications level:
Happiness

Red Bull Concept

Product level:
Energy drink

Communications level:
Extraordinary performance

[ ]A concept provides you with building blocks (substance) for product 
development, communication and storytelling. 

A concept creates a future and clarity. 

A concept determines shape and contents.

-Strong concepts are simple-
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The art of conceptual thinking

Target:          Creating a firm ground for product marketing and communication

Any intelligent professional 
can master the art of conceptual thinking. 

You don’t have to bring creative super powers. 
Creating concepts is a matter of making logical 

choices and combining them.

Procedure:         Click any option that suits you

dick holzhaus: www.holzhausinternational.com

publisher: Leporello the netherlands

Option 1:

Option 2: 

Option 3: 

Option 4:

Review by: Louis Smit-NDB Biblion: 

Order the book

Sign up for the one day course

Contact us for an in-company course 

Contact us for tailor made solutions

[ ]

‘The book enables you to create a concept that will make money. The author 
is a seasoned advertising professional. In over 35 years Holzhaus developed 
concepts for Dutch and international corporations. 

The book showcases the 4ValueMethod that transforms creativity into a 
product or a service. Its contents, both structured and offering many a creative 
leap, offers the reader a firm grip on the subject and invites him to give the art 
of developing concepts some serious thinking. Both the illustrations and the 
cases make the process of generating and canalizing associations tangible.   

This book will most certainly help business owners, product developers, 
advertising and communication specialists and anyone interested in developing 
their creative competencies. Conceptual Thinking is a valuable addition to the 
existing literature on marketing, advertising and branding.

https://www.managementboek.nl/boek/9789079624096/conceptueel-denken-met-de-4waardenmethode-dick-holzhaus
http://www.leporello.vrijeboeken.com/zoeken
https://www.managementboek.nl/boek/9789079624096/conceptueel-denken-met-de-4waardenmethode-dick-holzhaus
http://www.deredactie.nl/trainingen/conceptueel-denken/
http://www.holzhausinternational.com
http://www.holzhausinternational.com

